Abstract

An important question in the well-being literature is how earning and spending money makes people happy. Some studies have shown that people are happier when earning money in constant payments, and spending money on significant others. However, some findings suggest that people with financial expertise may have different preferences based on the time value of money. The current study was designed to address this issue by asking both financial novices and financial experts if earning money at decreasing, constant or increasing rates would make them happier. By replicating and, more
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importantly, disambiguating previous findings, the results suggest that financial novices are happier when earning money in constant payments and spending money on debts, whereas financial experts are happier when earning money in decreasing payments and spending money on investments. These findings suggest that earning and spending money makes people happier in different ways depending on their financial expertise.
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**Resumen**

Una cuestión importante en la literatura sobre el bienestar es cómo ganar y gastar dinero hace feliz a la gente. Algunos estudios han demostrado que la gente es más feliz cuando gana dinero en pagos constantes y gasta dinero en personas significativas. Sin embargo, algunos hallazgos sugieren que la gente con experticia financiera puede tener diferentes preferencias basadas en el valor temporal del dinero. El estudio actual fue diseñado para abordar este asunto preguntando tanto a novatos financieros como a expertos financieros si ganar dinero a tasas decrecientes, constantes o crecientes los haría más felices. Al replicar y, más importante todavía, desambiguar hallazgos anteriores, los resultados sugieren que los novatos financieros son más felices cuando ganan dinero en pagos constantes y gastan dinero en deudas, mientras que los expertos financieros son más felices cuando ganan dinero en pagos decrecientes y gastan dinero en inversiones. Estos hallazgos sugieren que ganar y gastar dinero hace que la gente sea más feliz de diferentes maneras dependiendo de su experticia financiera.

**Time Value of Money and Happiness**

For its 30th anniversary, the Association for Psychological Science (APS) invited the authors of the 30 most-cited articles in all its journals over those three decades to revisit these papers in a special publication (Sternberg, 2018a, 2018b). Interestingly enough, six of the articles were on the topic of happiness or well-being, including one specifically on its relationship to money (Diener & Diener, 1996; Diener & Seligman, 2002; Diener & Seligman, 2004; Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002; Myers & Diener, 1995; Ryff, 1995). No research topic repeated among the revisited papers, except for happiness (Diener et al., 2018a, 2018b; Fredrickson & Joiner, 2018; Myers & Diener, 2018; Ryff, 2018). This fact alone should attest to the relevance and significance of happiness, money, and the relationship between them not just for people but well-being science as well.

A recurring question within the well-being literature is whether, as they say, money buys happiness (e.g., Baucells & Sarin, 2008; Berk, 2018; Boyce et al., 2017). Empirically, the answer is controversial. According to the *Easterlin paradox* (Easterlin, 1974, 2010), well-being does vary directly with income both among and within nations at a point in time, but as income continues to grow over time, well-being does not. In the long run, as countries get richer, their citizens do not get happier. In fact, while per capita income has tripled in the past seven decades in the USA, subjective well-being has remained unchanged or
Even declined (Sachs, 2017, 2018). This paradox has been contested by economists (Sacks et al., 2010; Díaz-Castellanos, 2019), psychologists (Diener et al., 2013) and sociologists (Veenhoven & Vergunst, 2014) who argue that their own analyses show that economic growth does go with greater well-being. Then again, Easterlin (2016, 2017) claims that these authors are confusing positive short-term cycles where wealth and happiness expand and contract together with null long-term trends where greater wealth does not go with greater happiness. But be it as it may, Easterlin and his contenders agree that money does buy happiness at least at a point in time.

The question then becomes not whether money buys happiness (D’Ambrosio et al., 2020; Kim & Oswald, 2020; Quispe-Torreblanca et al., 2020) but rather how earning and spending money buys happiness (e.g., Dunn & Norton, 2013; Lee et al., 2018; Matz et al., 2016). Interestingly enough, people are happier by earning money in constant payments (López-Rousseau & Cortés, 2010), and by spending money on significant others (Dunn et al., 2008, 2014). Financial expertise, however, apparently changes all of this (López-Rousseau & Cortés, 2014): When asked to imagine they would win a one million dollars prize payable in five yearly payments, and to choose which of three payment plans—increasing, constant, or decreasing—would make them happier, most financial novices chose constant payments claiming a better distribution of money and/or management of expenses, and said they would spend the prize on family debts and/or goods. On the other hand, most financial experts chose decreasing payments claiming a better present value of money and/or future return of investments, and said they would spend the prize on own investments and/or business. In short, while financial novices are happier when earning money in constant payments and spending money on others’ debts, financial experts are happier when earning money in decreasing payments and spending money on own investments. That is, regarding earning and spending money to be happy, financial experts apparently prefer a time value of money model where more money sooner is worth more than later because of interest appreciation and/or inflation depreciation (Drake & Fabbozi, 2009), rather than an even distribution of money model where present and future worth is not considered (López-Rousseau & Cortés, 2010, 2014).

However, that research compared younger, non-business major undergraduates to older, business graduate students, thus begging the question of whether the observed differences were due to financial experience—graduate versus undergraduate students—or financial expertise—business versus non-business students. The current study was specifically designed to address this issue by asking both business and non-business graduate students, and non-business major undergraduates, whether earning money at decreasing, constant or increasing rates would make them happier. In this context then, if both business and non-business graduates prefer decreasing payments, and undergraduates do not, it would suggest that their earning preferences are driven by financial experience as opposed to financial expertise. On the contrary, if only business graduates prefer decreasing payments, and both non-business graduates and undergraduates do not, it would suggest...
that their earning preferences are driven by financial expertise as opposed to financial experience.

**Method**

**Sample**

The current study replicated López-Rousseau & Cortés' (2014) methodology using a new sample of 84 students from New Mexico State University at Las Cruces, USA (56 women and 28 men, Mage = 24.5 years, range: 20-47 years), who were properly treated and credited for their participation. Like in that study, some participants had both financial experience and financial expertise (23 Master of Business Administration graduate students or, simply, MBAs), and some had neither (31 Bachelor of Arts undergraduates in Psychology or BAs). Unlike in that study, some participants had financial experience but not financial expertise (30 Master of Arts graduate students in Anthropology or MAs).

**Instrument**

A printed questionnaire with instructions and items was prepared that read as follows:

The purpose of this questionnaire is to explore the relationship between money and happiness. To this end, briefly answer the three following questions, please. Thanks. Imagine you would win a 1 million dollars prize payable in five yearly payments.

1. What payment plan would make you happier? Please answer by checking plan A, B or C in the table below, which shows the yearly payments in thousands of dollars that you would be paid in each case:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 4</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plan A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan B</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan C</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Why? Please answer below:

3. What would you spend the money on? Please answer below:

**Design**

The questionnaire was presented to participants in class. Each student took about ten minutes to complete the survey. More specifically, participants were asked to imagine they would win a one million dollars prize payable in five yearly payments, and to choose which of three payment plans – decreasing, constant, or increasing – would make them happier. They were also asked for the reason of their payment plan preference, and for the matter of their prize money spending. After the participants answered the questionnaire, they were properly debriefed about the study.

Figure 1 illustrates the payment amount by payment year and payment plan. The decreasing payment plan would pay participants 300, 250, 200, 150, and 100 thousand dollars the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth year, respectively. The constant plan would pay them 200 thousand dollars each of the five years. And the increasing plan would pay participants 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 thousand dollars each respective year. The three payment plans – decreasing, constant, and increasing – were presented in a table, and labelled A, B and C from first to last to avoid possible positive or negative semantic effects. The order of the three plans was counterbalanced across participants to avoid possible primacy or recency effects as well.

To test whether people are happier
by earning money in decreasing payments because of financial experience or financial expertise, it was assumed that student age is a proxy for general financial experience, and study program is a proxy for specific financial expertise. That is, it was expected that older students (MAs & MBAs) would have more experience in financial practices (e.g., mortgage payment) than younger students (BAs), and that business students (MBAs) would have more expertise in financial principles (e.g., time value of money) than non-business students (BAs and MAs). Thus, preferring decreasing payments would be a matter of financial experience if both experienced MBAs and MAs alike preferred decreasing payments, and non-experienced BAs did not. But preferring decreasing payments would be a matter of financial expertise if only expert MBAs preferred decreasing payments, and both non-expert MAs and BAs did not.

**Results**

**Age Differences**

Figure 2 shows the mean age of participant students by study program. As expected, BAs ($Mage = 21.7$ years, range: 20-32) were significantly younger than both MAs ($Mage = 25.7$ years, range: 22-32) and MBAs ($Mage = 26.9$ years, range: 21-47) who were both equally old, as tested by an analysis of variance, $F(2, 80) = 12.50, p < .001$, and
respective planned comparisons, $t(80) = 4.49, p < .001$; $t(80) = -1.12, p = .268$. These findings are consistent with the relative-age-based assumption that undergraduates students (BAs) would be less experienced financially than graduate students (MAs & MBAs), and that graduate students (MAs & MBAs) would be equally experienced financially regardless of study program.

**Did Experienced Students Prefer Decreasing Payments Depending on Their Relative Financial Expertise?**

Figure 3 shows the choice percentage of payment plan by study program. Whereas most MBAs (52%) chose decreasing payments, both most MAs (80%) and BAs (65%) chose constant payments, $\chi^2(4, 84) = 27.53, p < 0.001$. In fact, 82% of participants’ responses matched financial-expertise expectations — expert MBAs choosing decreasing payments plus non-expert MAs and BAs choosing otherwise— which is a strong person-centered effect size (Grice et al., 2020). This suggests that preferring decreasing payments is not a matter of financial experience but financial expertise, because only expert MBAs preferred decreasing payments, and both non-expert MAs and BAs did not. That is, financially experienced experts (MBAs) chose decreasing payments, whereas experienced non-experts (MAs) chose constant payments just like non-experienced non-experts.
Together, these findings suggest that financial experts are happier by earning money in decreasing payments, whereas financial novices are happier by earning money in constant payments, regardless of financial experience.

**Why Did Experienced Students Prefer Decreasing Payments Depending on Their Relative Financial Expertise?**

Figure 4 shows the choice percentage of payment plan preference reason by study program. Whereas most MBAs (83%) who chose decreasing payments justified it by a better present value of money and/or future return of investments (e.g., a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow), most MAs (96%) who chose constant payments justified it by a better distribution of money and/or management of expenses (e.g., evenly spaced and easier to budget for future goals), $\chi^2(2, 36) = 49.54, p < 0.001$. In fact, 94% of participants’ responses matched financial-expertise expectations — expert MBAs choosing better present value of money and/or future return of investments plus non-expert MAs choosing otherwise — which is a very strong person-centered effect size. That is, whereas experienced experts (MBAs) chose decreasing payments because of money’s changing value in time, experienced non-experts (MAs) chose constant payments...
because of money's unchanged distribution in time. Together, these findings suggest that financial experts are happier by earning money in decreasing payments based on a principled time value of money model, whereas financial novices are happier by earning money in constant payments based on a practical even distribution of money model.

**Would Experienced Students Spend Money Differently Depending on Their Relative Financial Expertise?**

Figure 5 shows the choice percentage of prize money spending matter by study program. Given their unique first answer, whereas most MBAs (58%) who chose decreasing payments would spend the prize on investments and/or business (e.g., investments in business ventures), most MAs (75%) who chose constant payments would spend the prize on debts and/or goods (e.g., pay off student loans), $\chi^2 (2, 36) = 13.36, p = 0.001$. In fact, 69% of participants’ responses matched financial-expertise expectations — expert MBAs choosing investments and/or business plus non-expert MAs choosing otherwise— which is a fairly strong effect size. That is, whereas experienced experts (MBAs) would invest the money, experienced non-experts (MAs) would repay their debts. Together, these findings suggest
that financial experts are happier by spending money based on future returns, whereas financial novices are happier by spending money based on present needs.

**Discussion**

The present study closes a circle regarding the question of how earning and spending money makes people happy. According to economist Easterlin (1974, 2010, 2016, 2017), money makes people happy but only up to a point where paradoxically it does not anymore. According to other economists (Sacks et al., 2010; Díaz-Castellanos, 2019) and psychologists or sociologists (Diener et al., 2013; Veenhoven & Vergunst, 2014), money keeps making people happy beyond that point. However, they all agree that money makes people happy at least up to a point. The question thus becomes not whether but how exactly does money make people happy.

According to a prescriptive economic model (Baucells & Sarin, 2008), the answer simply is increasing rates. That is, money should make people happier if earned and spent at increasing rates because so the expected utility of expanding consumption would be fully maximized. Or in other words, increasing rates of money would yield increasing rates of happiness. However, for a prescriptive financial model (Drake & Fabbozi, 2009), the answer simply is
decreasing rates. That is, money should make people happier if earned and spent at decreasing rates because so the expected utility of expanding investment would be fully maximized. Or in other words, decreasing rates of money would yield increasing rates of happiness. López-Rousseau and Cortés (2010, 2014) empirically tested both these prescriptive models, and found that money makes most people happier not by increasing nor decreasing but constant rates of earning and spending. This descriptive psychological model shows that money makes people happier if earned and spent at constant rates because so the expected utility of constant income and expense is fully maximized. Or in other words, constant rates of money yield increasing rates of happiness. In fact, most people think money buys happiness in constant payments because of better income distribution and better expense management on debts and goods. Nonetheless, they also found that decreasing rates of earning and spending money does make some people happier, namely, financial experts. Experts think money buys happiness in decreasing payments because of better present value of money and future return of investments and business. But whether it was financial expertise or experience that accounted for some people’s preferences for decreasing rates as opposed to most people’s preferences for constant rates remained an open question. The results presented here clearly answer that question by showing that it is actually financial expertise not experience that makes the difference. That is, regardless of financial experience, financial novices—most people—are happier by earning money in constant payments based on an even distribution of money model, and by spending money on debts based on present needs. On the contrary, financial experts—some people—are happier by earning money in decreasing payments based on a time value of money model, and by spending money on investments based on future returns. These findings replicate and, more importantly, disambiguate López-Rousseau and Cortés’ findings (2010, 2014) closing thus the circle regarding the question of how earning and spending money makes people happy.

In conclusion, as Easterlin (2016) himself proposed, it is time to move on beyond the apparent paradox of whether money buys happiness or not to other facts, such as how earning and spending money buys happiness. In this light, the current study might be a step in the right direction by showing that earning and spending money makes people happier in different ways depending on their financial expertise. That is, decreasing rates of earning and spending money make some people—financial experts—actually happier based on economically optimal rational principles such as time value of money. On the other hand, constant rates of earning and spending money make most people—financial novices—actually happier based on ecologically adaptive satisficing heuristics (Gigerenzer, 2019) such as even distribution of money. Given real worlds of monthly income (e.g., salary) and expense (e.g., mortgage), people’s money-happiness constant rates heuristic actually fits perfectly well: it is ecologically rational.
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